23 – 26 M ARCH

NETWORKING – three in one
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CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION
FOR METAV DIGITAL 2021
1. SCOPE

- Machines and systems for surface treatment in
metalworking
(excluding corrosion protection systems, etc.)

1.1 The following Conditions of Participation apply to
METAV digital 2021, a virtual exhibition that will be hosted
from 23 to 26 March 2021 (exhibition period) by the
VDW – Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken e.V.
or German Machine Tool Builders’ Association
(referred to hereinafter as the “Organiser”),
Lyoner Straße 18,
60528 Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.

- IT for metalworking and manufacturing technologies,
CAD, CAM, software, internet applications
- Electrical and electronic equipment for manufacturing
technologies, sensors and diagnostics
- Components and systems for automated storage
and transportation in metalworking

1.2 Any other or supplementary conditions submitted by
exhibitors or visitors (referred to hereinafter also as
“Participants”) do not apply.

- Components and systems for cooling and lubricating
- Machines and systems for additive manufacturing
- Production systems and components for medical
engineering

2. REGISTRATION AND
CONCLUSION OF CONTRACT
Those applying for participation at METAV digital 2021
agree to the Conditions of Participation on submitting
the application/registration form completed in writing
to the Organiser. A Participant’s registration is binding.
The contract becomes binding when registration is
confirmed by the Organiser.

- Materials
- Services
Eligible exhibitors also extend to leasing and engineering
companies as well as publishers operating in these sectors.
3.2 METAV digital 2021 addresses a trade public. In addition
to all companies fulfilling the criteria under 3.1, other
interested professionals are also eligible as visitors.
This offer does not extend to consumers.

3. PARTICIPANTS
3.1 Eligible as exhibitors at a virtual exhibition stand are
companies whose business portfolios involve the
manufacture or sale of the products named in the
following or the services therefor:

4. ELECTRONIC DISPATCH
Participants receive documents addressed to them,
e.g., invoices, as non-encrypted e-mail sent to the
e-mail address specified by each Participant. These
documents are deemed delivered once the e-mail has
entered the Participant’s domain (the e-mail account
provided by the Participant’s internet provider) where
acknowledgement of receipt may be expected under
normal circumstances. Participants are responsible for
checking their digital inboxes at regular intervals and for
ensuring that the Organiser’s e-mails can be received
at all times. Participants must inform the Organiser
immediately of any changes to their e-mail address.

- Machine tools for metalworking, cutting, forming,
parting, abrading or eroding
- Machine tools for unconventional material processing
- Precision tools, clamping and chucking devices,
hand held tools
- Machine tool parts and accessories, equipment,
devices and fixtures
- Measuring instruments, equipment and machines
for use in metalworking, analysers, metal testing
machines, equipment and devices
- Assembly and handling installations, industrial robots
- Welding machines and welding devices
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5. ACCESS DATA AND
CONDITIONS OF USE
5.1 On receiving the participation fee, the Organiser
transmits to the Participants their access data for
METAV digital 2021. Access ensues via a portal provided
by a service contractor commissioned by the Organiser.
5.2 Participants are under obligation to keep their
access data in a safe place and to protect them from
unauthorised third-party access. Participants must
inform the Organiser immediately they suspect that
an unauthorised third party has gained cognisance
of the access data or that unauthorised access has
occurred.
5.3 The Participants themselves must fulfil at their own
expense the requirements and technical conditions
needed to use the services provided, specifically with
respect to an adequate power supply, a stable internet connection, and the availability of an up-to-date
browser. The minimum system requirements for use
can be viewed at https://www.metav-digital.de/.

6.5 Exhibitors are under obligation, prior to the
commencement of the exhibition period and by
17 March 2021 at the latest, to finalise their virtual
exhibition stand and to fully equip it with all contents
of the respective services booked.
6.6 Exhibitors are under obligation to run their digital exhibition
stands for the whole duration of the exhibition period
and to staff them at all times with suitable, adequately
qualified personnel.

7. MATCHMAKING
7.1 The matchmaking tool compares exhibitors’ details
on their products, services, and topics on offer against
the demand profile based on visitors’ details. From this
is derived the match score, rating the relevance to
visitors and exhibitors.
7.2 The matchmaking tool offers Participants the following
functions:
- Online appointments between exhibitors and visitors
via an online calendar

6. VIRTUAL EXHIBITION STAND

- Communication in the form of chats or video calls
- Download area (for publishing and retrieving, e.g.,
sales material and price lists)

6.1 The Organiser provides exhibitors with the opportunity
to present their companies and their products and/or
services at a virtual 3D exhibition stand during the
exhibition period.
6.2 Exhibitors may choose from the available capacities
various stand types (A, B, or C) and stand sizes for the
design of their virtual exhibition stand.
6.3 When designing their virtual exhibition stand, exhibitors
may decide where to place their logo on the graphic
areas provided, what colours to use, and where to
integrate deco graphics and product images.
6.4 Exhibitors may also choose to use the following functions:
- Integration of documents listing product details,
press releases, and job vacancies. For this purpose,
exhibitors must upload these documents to the
download area.
- Integration of the agreed number of videos presenting
products, processes, and their companies.
- Product presentation in the form of animated product
images and 3D product pictures.
- Integration of hyperlinks to product presentations,
company websites, webshops, and job vacancies.
- Contacts: chats, video meetings, appointments,
exchanging business cards, lead generation.
- Web sessions (included as a service component
in stand type C;
optional extra purchasable for types A and B)

8. WEB-SESSIONS
8.1 The web sessions service offer is included free of
charge in stand type C and is an option that can be
purchased at an additional charge when booking
types A and B.
8.2 Exhibitors can book a 20-minute time slot for an online
presentation of their products and services named
under 3.1 or a lecture on associated topics (specifically
example applications and best practice solutions).
The web sessions may be used exclusively for this
purpose and are not available for presentations or
lectures on extraneous subjects.
It is strictly forbidden to use these to express political
or religious views. The Organiser reserves the right to
terminate the transmission of a presentation or lecture
that is in violation of the above principals.
8.3 In the interest of more effective advertising and
preparation measures, the Organiser must be informed
of the subject and the presenter at the latest 14 working
days prior to the commencement of the exhibition
period. The Organiser forwards the presenter’s contact
data, provided that the presenter has consented thereto
as set down under the data protection laws, to
IndustryArena GmbH, the service provider the Organiser
has commissioned to provide the web sessions service
offer.
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8.4 In addition to the appointed presenter, the exhibitor
must also nominate a suitably qualified person who
can step in for the speaker in the event of short-term
hindrance. Any hindrance to the presenter must be
reported immediately to the Organiser. In this event,
the exhibitor is obliged to perform the web session
with the suitably qualified person appointed as the
deputy presenter.

9. PRICES
The following net package prices apply
for METAV digital 2021:

8.5 Both parties are under joint obligation to ensure a
successful implementation and to employ suitable
and appropriate measures in advance to attract
potentially interested parties to participate in the web
session. This does not constitute an obligation on the
exhibitor to implement advertising measures at their
expense.
8.6 The presentation will be held and transmitted live
online. The exhibitor must ensure that the technical
requirements are fulfilled for performing the presentation
within the named time slot and that the presenter is
logged in in good time (at least 15 minutes prior to
commencement). The conditions and requirements
for use can be viewed at www.metav-web-session.de.
The presenter is obliged to conduct a system check in
good time before the presentation. A presenter is only
eligible upon having received the instruction needed
to use the tool provided for the web session.
8.7 The web session is moderated by the Organiser.
8.8 The presentation is followed by a 15-minute round of
questions with the Participants using the chat function.
The exhibitor must ensure that the presenter is available during this time to answer questions.
8.9 Participants can make video call appointments with
the presenter. The agreed appointments must be
strictly kept.
8.10 The Organiser has the right to record and store the
web sessions. The exhibitor grants the Organiser the
right to publish the recorded presentations on the
Organiser’s own web pages and on social media
channels, in particular the video portal
www.youtube.com. The exhibitor is obliged to secure
the consent of his/her appointed presenter to this
publication and exempts the Organiser from any
claims the presenter may submit on the grounds of this
publication. The exhibitor and/or the presenter have
the right to object in text form to the publication no
later than five days before the commencement of the
exhibition period. Moreover, the exhibitor and/or the
presenter have the right to object to continued use,
stating their reasons. In this event, the Organiser will
request the affected portals to delete the video for
future use. The Organiser is subject to no other obligations.

Price for
METAV reloaded
exhibitors rebooking
to METAV 2022

Price for
new METAV
exhibitors

Typ A

€ 3,200.–

€ 3.600,–

Typ B

€ 5.600,–

€ 6.000,–

Typ C

€ 8.000,–

€ 8.400,–

€ 750,–

€ 750,–

(excl. web sessions)
(excl. web sessions)
(incl. web sessions)

Web sessions
package

Package prices and all other fees are net prices
supplementary to which value added tax at the
respective specified statutory rate will be shown
and is also payable.

10. EXHIBITOR’S OBLIGATION
TO PAY
10.1 The exhibitor is under obligation to pay the participation fee for the services he/she has selected.
10.2 The invoiced sum is due immediately on receipt of the
invoice. On defaulting, the Participant is under obligation
to pay in addition the statutory default interest of 9
percentage points p. a. above the base rate. This does
not affect any other claims and rights on the grounds
of default.

11. PARTICIPATION AS VISITORS
Participation is free of charge to Participants who are
not exhibitors, but visitors to METAV digital 2021.
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12. FURTHER CONTRACTUAL
OBLIGATIONS OF
THE PARTICIPANT

14. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The Participant grants to the Organiser, for the purpose
of preparing and implementing the event and the
associated advertising measures (specifically for use in
the catalogue, organising the presentation programme,
and advertising for the event on, e.g., social media
platforms), a temporary, non-exclusive right to use, in
particular of logos, brands, product images, product
videos, and/or depictions in writing or graphics, without
geographical constraints and free of charge.

12.1 The Participant is under obligation to utilise the digital
services on offer exclusively for the agreed contractual
purpose and not to abuse them for other purposes.
12.2 The Participant is under obligation, when using the
chat function and in video calls, to accord respect
and to desist from all and any insulting behaviour and/or
personal attacks. The exhibitor is under obligation
to ensure that his/her appointed presenter observes
these conditions.
12.3
The Participant is under obligation in addition to refrain
from any action compromising the operability and
reliability of the services on offer and from permitting
third parties unauthorised access.
12.4 Each and every Participant is responsible for the content
they upload, present, or deliver (e.g., product and
process descriptions, images, copy, graphics, chat
posts, and web session lectures and presentations),
including any web pages linked to (referred to collectively
hereinafter as “Content”). The Participant pledges
that the Content provided neither violates applicable
law nor compromises or encroaches on third party
rights. The Participant must ensure in particular that
the uploaded or presented Content does not exhibit
any culpable, improper, or immoral aspects nor can
be considered to be objectionable, racist, glorifying
violence, or otherwise discriminating.
12.5 The Participant exempts the Organiser from third party
claims on the grounds of legal violations as set down
under 12.4 and is obliged to reimburse the Organiser
for all and any damages and expenses incurred in this
respect unless the Participant can prove that he/she is
not responsible for the violation.

15. CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION;
FORCE MAJEURE
15.1 The contract becomes binding on registration. Subject
to explicit regulations to the contrary, the parties do not
have the right to withdraw unilaterally from the contract
without a prior legal reason for the termination or
withdrawal. If, notwithstanding the binding registration,
the exhibitor does not participate in METAV digital 2021,
the exhibitor remains obliged to pay the participation
fee (if applicable, taking into account any other possible
income the Organiser has received or costs he/she has
saved as a result of the exhibitor’s non-participation).
In addition, the Organiser has the right under statutory
conditions to file a claim for damages against the
exhibitor in the event of his/her non-participation.
15.2 If the Organiser is prevented from providing METAV
digital 2021 to the full or a partial extent owing to reasons
for which the Organiser is not responsible, he/she is
entitled to reschedule, shorten, or cancel the exhibition.
This applies specifically, but not exclusively, when legal
regulations, ordinances, decrees, or governmental
orders prevent the implementation of METAV digital
2021, and this circumstance was unknown or could
not have been known by the Organiser at the time
the contract was concluded.
In the event of a rescheduling, the exhibitor has the
right to withdraw from the contract if and when he/
she can prove that he/she cannot participate on the
new date, or the consideration of all circumstances
concludes that participation is unacceptable to both
parties’ mutual interests. The withdrawal must be
communicated, together with the reasons, in text
form to the Organiser immediately the new date has
been announced.

13. DEACTIVATION
The Organiser reserves the right to deactivate the
exhibitor’s virtual exhibition stand and/or disable a
Participant’s access to the services on offer when the
Participant violates these Conditions of Participation or
legal provisions. If an exhibitor defaults on fulfilment of
obligations, the Organiser will instigate deactivation or
disablement only after a prior request to the exhibitor
to resume these obligations, unless considerations
of mutual interests justify immediate deactivation or
disablement.
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16. LIABILITY

17. DATA PROTECTION

16.1 Subject to the following regulations, the Organiser is
liable only for intent, gross negligence, and culpable
violations to essential contractual obligations. Essential
contractual obligations are those whose fulfilment is
vital in achieving the contractual purpose and whose
regular fulfilment is and may be taken for granted by
the Participant. In the event of ordinary negligence
posing a violation to the essential contractual obligations,
liability is limited to contractually typical and foreseeable
damages.
16.2 This does not affect liability for culpable harm to body,
health, or life.

The parties are under obligation to comply with the
applicable data protection regulations, and specifically
the GDPR. Furthermore, Participants are referred to the
Organiser’s privacy policy appended to the application
and/or registration documents and available for viewing
at https://vdw.de/datenschutzhinweis/.

18. VENUE AND APPLICABLE LAW
18.1 The law of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply.
18.2 The venue for all disputes arising from and in connection
with the contract is the Organiser’s head office. The
Participants are subject to this venue only. Alternatively,
the Organiser also has the right to sue the Participant
at the latter’s place of general jurisdiction.

Organisiert durch den
Organized by

Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken e.V.
Vorsitzender/Chairman: Dr. Heinz-Jürgen Prokop
Lyoner Straße 14, 60528 Frankfurt am Main
Geschäftsführer/Executive Manager:
GERMANY
Dr.-Ing. Wilfried Schäfer
Telefon +49 69 756081- 0
Registergericht/Registration Office:
Telefax +49 69 756081-11
Amtsgericht Frankfurt am Main
E-Mail vdw@vdw.de
Vereinsregister/Society Register: VR4966
www.vdw.de
Ust.ID-Nr./VAT No.: DE 114 10 88 36
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